Why Install Workplace Charging?

Accelerate Electric Vehicle Adoption by Enabling Charging at Work

WHAT
In partnership with Drive Electric Northern Colorado, join the EV movement to make our community a national leader in Plug-in Electric Vehicle (PEV) adoption. Install an EV charger at your workplace and become part of an existing network of successful workplace charging (WPC) partners.

WHY
Employee Attraction
Colorado is attracting professionals at a volume higher than ever before. By installing a workplace charger, you can recruit top employees looking for cutting-edge employers.

Installing a charger at your workplace increases employee retention

Brandining & Recognition
Raise awareness about your company's commitment to sustainability and innovation. Gain recognition from the Department of Transportation, the State of Colorado, and the Cities of Fort Collins and Loveland.

Employee Benefits
Employees with chargers at their workplace are 20x more likely to purchase an EV

Charging an EV at work satisfies 99% of charging needs and doubles an EV's daily commuting range. As employees become more aware of the ease of charging at work, it becomes an important benefit that is critical in driving EV adoption.

Why EVs Are Important

Reduce Dependence on Oil

- Decrease Vehicle Emissions
- Protect from oil price volatility
- Support American innovation
- Protect our environment

Save Money

Let's Charge Our Community!
DriveElectricNoCo.org

Contact Drive Electric Northern Colorado (DENC) for more information.
info@driveelectricnoco.org
(970) 987-3055